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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c h 49/1989.

Random Partia1 Differential Equations

19.11. bis·25.11.1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Ulrich Hornung (München), Peter Kotelenez (Utrecht und
Cleveland/Ohio) und George Papanicolaou (New York) statt. Es nahmen insgesamt 37 Personen aus
12 Ländern an der Tagung teil.

Die Schwerpunkte waren zmallige Schrödinger-Operatoren, stochastische partielle Differentialglei
chungen, Malliavin-Kalkül, Dirichlet-Formen und stochastische Systeme in zufcilligen Medien. Die
meisten der gehaltenen Vorträge fallen in diese Gebiete. Die übrigen handelten von Grenzwertesätzen

. für Teilchensys~me und anwendungsorientierten mathematischen Modellen, wie z.B. durch zufällige
Störungen erregte Schwingungen. .

vortragsauszüge

SERGIO A. ALBEVERIO Some reeent developments in the theory 0/ infinite dimensional Dirichlet
fonns and Mariov -fields .

We report on some recent developments in the theory of Dirichlet forms and associated diffusions
on general infinite dimensional spaces. This is based on joint work with Michael RöCkner (Edingurgh).
Let E be a Souslin space (e.g. E =S'(Rd ) or E a Banaeh space) and let JJ be a probability measure on
E. A natural "pre Dirichlet form" EO associated with JJ is given by EO(u, v) == t f VuVvdJJ with u, v
smooth cyfinder functions, looked upon as a form on L2(JJ). A necessary and sufficient con'ditioo 00 p
Cor closability of the form is exhibited. This condition solves in particular a conjecture by Fukushima
in finite dimensions. We associate. to the closure E of EO, the so called "classical Dirichlet form
giveo by p" 1 asymmetrie Markov semigroup Pt and a Markov process. Under some additional very
general assumptions 00 E we.show that this process is a diffuion on E, satisfying in the weak sense a

: stochastic differential equation dXt ={J(Xt)dtX +dwt, with Wt a Brownian motion on E and ß a drift
vecior uniquely deterniined by JJ and with components in L2(p). The initial condition can be taken
arbitrary outside cl set of capacity O. A rich dass of interesting examples is provided by the measures JJ
which give the distribution of homogeneous (Euclidean) Markov scalar fields (over R d in the Gaussian
e&Se, d = 2 in the non Gaussian case). Such measures also fit in the dass of positive generalized
functionals in the sense of Hida's ealculus. The associated quantum fields are local relativistic neIds
over twerdimensional space-time. Some open problems are also mentioned. ·We dose by indicating
the construetiOD of a dass of (non Gaussian) vector Markov homogeneous (Euclidean) random fields
aver R4 obtained by 80lving a stoehastic first order partial differentialequation. This construetion,
which leads 10 models of relativistic local quantum fields over 4-dimensional Spate-time, is based on
recent joint work initiated with ~. H0egh-Krohn and pursued with K. Iwata and T. Kolsrud.

PAQ-LIU CHOW E%ponential estimates for some parabolic ftö equations
This talk is concerned with a large devIation type of estimates for some diffusion processes in

Hilbert spaces, including the Brownian motion, stochastic integrals and solutions 10 parabolic Itö
equations. First, exponential upper bounds in exit p'robability are proved for an Itö process to leave a
ball of radius r in a Hilbert space before time t. Then estimates ~e obtained for the solution process
to a parabolic ItO equation. We will also indicate same applications of such estimates in the proof of a
large deviation theorem for semi-linear parabolic equations perturbed by a rnultiplicative white noise.
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WALTER CRAIG Trace formulae for Sc.hrödinger operators with ergodie potentials
We consider the spectral problem for Schrödinger operators

d2

L(q)t/J = (- dx 2 +q(z;w»t/J = ~t/J

where q(z;w) is ergodic. That iSt there is a probability measure P defined on C(R) which is ergodic
with respect to translation, and we consider all q E supp(P). Results are presented which support
the conjecture that if the spectru;m is entirely absolutely continuoUB then q(z) is almost periodic
and supp(P) is a torUs. We prove, under geometrkal conditions.on the spectrum O'(L(q» and under
the assumption that the Lyapunov exponent 7(.~) vanishes almost everywhere on the spectrum, that
supp(P) is compact. The methods are inverse spectral theoretic, including a generalization of the
trace formulae weIl known in periodic theory.
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GIUSEPPE DA PRATO Kolmogorov equa1ions in Hilbert space and applica1ions 10 Hamilton- •
Jacobi-Bellman equations

We consider the Kolmogorov equation related to a linear or semi-linear stochastic equation in
Hllhert space. We prove a smoothing property of the corresponding semi-group and we apply this
result to salve a Hamilton-Jacobi-Belhnan equation arising in stochastic ·control.

G. F. DELL'ANTONIO Nelson processes cannot attain the zeroes oftheir density
A conservative (Nelson) diffusion is (when it exists) a diffusion in R d with density p and drift

b = v + fvr log p, which satisfy a weak. form of the continuity equation ~ + V(pv) =O. Processes of
this type occur when one wants to construct diffusions adapted to solutioDS of Schrödinger's equation.
When v and p are sufficiently smooth. and p is strictly positive, it is easy to prove that such diffusions
exist. If Zp = {(t, z) : p = O} is not empty, difficulties occur because b becomes singular at Zp. We use
Lyapunov stability techniques to prove, under suitable assumptiops, that the diffusion a.s. does not
reach Zp' We use - log 6 as a Lyapunov function, where 6 is a smooth version of the distance function
from Zp' This allows to treat C&seS when the density is not smooth, and sheds light on Carlen's energy
condition.

M. DOZZl t J. B. WALSH On the Markov property of solutions of parabolic stochas#c differential
equations .

Let D C R d (d ~ 1) be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 8D. We consider the following
initial-boundary value problem: .

av .at = av + M on Dx]O,oo[; V = 0 on 8(D x [0,000, (1)

where a iS;.the Laplace-operator on R d and (Mt; t ~ 0) is a worthy martingale measure [1]. The
solution of I, in the sense of distributions, is given by

Vi(f/J) = f G(t/J,t;y,s)dM7I't tP E Cö(iJ),
lDx]o.t]

where G(4);y,s) = J ,p(z)G(z,t;y,s)dx and G(z,t;y,s) is the Green's function of the homogeneous
part of 1, Le. with M = 0 (see [1]). Let A C D x R+ be a bounded domain with smooth boundary
aA and suppose that M has the germfield Markov property with respect to A. Then also V has
the germfield Markov property with respect to A and we show the minimal splitting field can be
represented by means of the trace of V on aA and the generalized normal derivative of V on aA,
where the trace is given by

tr8AV(tP) ~ f 1. l/;(x,t)G(z,t;Yt s)S(dz,dt)dM7I " t/J E Cö(V x R),
JDX~ 8A
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where S is the surface measure on 8A, aitd the normal derivative is giveo. by

av /, 8G
lJNt; (tb) = DxB... 8Nt; (,p;y,s)dMpl ,

wbere /H:(t/J; y,s) = f8A t/J(z, t)N1:(z, t)'Vt;G(z, t; y,s)S(dz, dt) and N1:(z,t) is the veeter ofthe space
eomponeJits of the unit outer normal in (z, t) E BA. This result is eontained in [2].

References:
[1] J. B. Walsh: -An introduction to stochastie partial differential equations. Lecture Notes in

Math. 1180 (1986) 266-438. #

[2] M. DOZZI, J. B. WALSH: Markov property of solutions of stochastie partial differential equa
tions. Manuscript (1989).

RODOLFO FIGARI, S. TETA Limit theorems for boundary value problems 0/ mized type
We analyze the asymptotie behavior of the solution of an elliptie problem with homogeneous mixed

boundary eonditions on a large number of inclusions randomly distributed. An effective equation is
found for the limit problem, as the number of inclusions increases without bound and their linear size
converges to zero. The result extends to potentials with negative parts, the dass of effeetive potentials
which can be obtained by a limiting procedure. We also establish ~he relation betweeen this problem
and the asymptotic behavior of the Laplacian with zero-range potentials on a set of pointS invading
densly a bounded or unbounded region in R3.

JEAN-PIERRE FOUQUE Fluctuations fitld /or the asymmetrie simple ez-c1usion
The hydrodynamieal limit (or the asymmetrie simple exclusion proeeBS, and more generally for

asymmetrie attractive processes, has been investigated by several authors during the last years. In
Benassi-Fouque [1987] we have shown that the corresponding density profile is the unique entropy
solution to the associated nonlinear Euler equation. In this work we study the fluctuations field and
we show, at least in a particular case, that the limiting field consists in an initial Gaussian field
transported by the Iinearized equation.

KENNETH GOLDEN Critical phenomena in rcmdom resistor networks
We consider the bulk conductivity O'.(p) of the bond lattice in Zd, wbere the bonds have eon

ductivity 1 with probability p or e· ~ 0 with probability 1 - p. The analytic properties of O".(p)
are investigated, particularly eonvexi.ty near the percolation threshold Pe, which ean be observed in
numer~cal simulations. In d =2 it is proved that for everye > 0', O'.(p) is convex in a neighborhood
containing Pe = i. This resuit is based on Keller's intercbange equality, and analyticity of O'.(p)
in a neighborhood containing [0,1] in the eomplex p-plane. For e = 0, where it is believed that
O'.(p) .- (p -.Pe)' as P - pt (or a dimension dependent eritical exponent t, a simplified model of the
conductivity backbone is analyzed. This analysis not only explains convexity near Pe, but indicates
in whicb dimensions ~ and ~ either diverge or vanish as p - pt. Based on this analysis, we
propose the inequalitie: 1 ~ t ~ 2in d = 2,3 and 2 ~ t :5 3 in d 2: 4. In d = 3, the inequality t :5 2
exclude many numerical estimates of t in d = 3, which have ranged from 1.5 to 2.36.

I. Va. GOLDSHElD Lyapunov ezpon~nts and one special representation 01 the integrated densitll
01 states

The main aim of the first part of this report is to explain that the algebraic language is adequate
for describing the properties of Lyapunov exponents. .

Let Ai(W) be i.i.d. m x m-matrices, Ai E GL(m, R) with EI In IIA;II I < 00 and JI being the
distribution function of Ai(')' GI' is the c10sed group generated by the matriees belonging to the
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support of v and (;11 is the Zariski c10sure of G II • LyaPJlnov exponents of Sn =An(w)· ... . A1(W) are
denoted by a 1 ::5 ···5 a m • _

Theorem 1 If GII = GL(m,R) then Q1 < ... < Qm' So, if for same i, ai =ai+1, then G II is a
nontrivial algebraic subgroup of GL(m, R).

The results of this type can be found in I. Goldsheid, G. Margulis: "Lyapunov exponents of the
product of random matrices" Uspehi Matern. Nauk. 44.5 (1989). .

The secend part of the repert is devoted to same representation of N ('\). Let os consider a
difference Schrödinge.r operator H

(HY)n = -Yn+1 + QnYn - Yn-1. -00 < n < 00.

Here
00

Y = (Yn):=-oc)I L IIYnll2 < 00, Yn E Rm

with mx m-matrices Qn =Q~. Let H(I:) be a restriction of H to the interval [0, k] with zero boundary _
conditions. We define ..

. We need also the following sequence of selfadjoint m x m-matrices

tPo =0, 4'n(..\) = (Qn - if>n-1 - '\1)-1, n ~ 1.

For any tP we define N (4)) = # {Pj : JJ; < 0, JJj is the eigenvaJue of tP}·
Theorem 2 NI: = L:=l N(tPn(..\»'
It follows from theorem 2 and from the results of the mentioned work that if Qn are Li.d. selfadjoint

matrices (under some natural conditions) then with probability 1 there exist

and ,,(,\) is Bölder continuous.

LUIS G. GOROSTIZA Ertended solutions 01 stocht13tic evolution equations with respect 10 s~

mimaJ1inga/es in Hilbert space
. Let X ={X, : 0 ~ t ~ T} be a stochastic process with vaIues in a Hilbert space H, which satisfies

the stochastic evolution equation

where {At : 0 S t :5 T} is a family of c10sed linear operators which generate an evolution system
{Vf ,. : 0 :5 .t.:S T}.on B, and Z(X) is a semimartingale which may depend on X. The variation of
constants formula corresponding to 1 is

. dX, = A,X,dt + dZ(X)" 0 5 t 5 T,

x, =Uf,oXO + f Uf,,~(X),. 0 :S t :S T.
1]0,.]

(1)

(2)
e

which is also an equation for X.
Several definitions of solutions of equations 1 and 2 are given and relationships between them are

presented, when D =nO<'<T 'D(A;) is dense in H, and they are extended for the case when Disnot
dense in H. - -

4
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BRONIUS GRJGELIONIS Hellinger measures and Hellinger processes for weak solutions 0/ stocha·
stic evolution equations

Let (0, F, F) be a filtered measurable space with a family {pI: 9 E 9} of probability measures

on:F. For each a = (a}, .. . ,Qt). 0 < Qj < 1, L:=l Qj = 1 and I = (91 ."" 9t ), 9j E 8, j =
1, ... , k, k ~ 2, the notions of the Hellinger processes ht(Q; I), t ~ 0, and the Hellinger .measures
H,(a; I)(A), A E :F" t ~ 0, are considered. In the case, when· the measures' pS, 9 E e are weak
solutions 10 the defined stochastic evolution equations, characterized as the unique solutions 10 the
corresponding martingale problems, an explicit relationship of H,(a; I) and h,(a; I) is defined using
coefficients of the stochastic equations.

ULRlCH HORNUNG A problem from soil physics
Different approaches are discussed that deal with ftow and transport through porous media having

random properties. Assuming that the permeability of the diffusivity is a random field, one is led to
elliptic and parabolic equations having stochastic coefficients. The mathematical methods used are
(1) Monte-Carlo simulation, (2) Fourier-transform methods, (3) stochastic homogenizatioo, and (4)
perturbation techniques. Open problems are pointed out.

G. JETSCHKE Nonlinear reaction.diffusion equations with white noise: Lar·ge deviations, lattice
approrimatioß, simulated annea/ing

Nonlinear SPDEs ofreaetion-diffusion type with white ooise disturbance arise in several physical
and biological applications. The solution of the special equatioo 00 a one-dim.ensional interval [0, L]
(see the paper by Manthey) should satisfy

U. =Tch +l' Tc-,f(U,)ds +l' 11' - Tc-,dW,

and can be understood as a Markov process on the state space G[O, L]. Here (~),>o denotes the
semigroup generated by Ä =~ and (W,),~o is a cylindrical Wiener process.

1) Large deviation properties are derived to study most probable states and trajectories: The
process (U,) has a unique invariant distribution p~ <Q~, Q~ = N(O,C), C = ~(_d)-l, with

dp
o : 21L

dQ; (q) = N ·exp (-;2 0 F[q(x)]dz) , F' =f·

The family (P~)~>o, e2 = ~. satisfies a large deviation principle (LDP) on G(O, L] with rate function

5(q) = l L

(~lql(ZW - F[q(z)])dz - const.

Rence the most probable states are the local minima of S corresponding to the stable fixed points of
the deter~.istic evolution (u =0). The family of induced measures (Pe), > 0 on the path space
C([O, Tl; G[O. L» also satisfy a LPD with a certain rate function !rom which characteristic properties
of tunneling between local minima of S can. be derived.

2) A lattice approximation U(t, il) ~ U/,(t), i =0, ... ,N, I =11, N = 1,2, ... is given where Ä
is replaced by second order differences ~d the noise field e(t, x) by independent white noise 1;(,(t).
This can be done such that the evolution UN 00 G[O, L] associated by piecewise linear interpolation
converges in probability, Le.

lim P { sup IU,z - uf:1 > eS} =0
N-oo t:5T, ze{O,L)

for all 6 > O.
3) Let the noise strength u(t) be time-dependeot. Let Jlo be the suitab~y weighted distribution 00

the global minima of S. The following result on simulated annealing is conjectured: Ir O'(t) ~ log(~+,)' C

5
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a certain constant, then limt _ oo Pu. = po: This should b~ proved by combining lattice approximation
and finite-dimensional results.

WERNER KIRSCH Sur/ace effects tor random operators
Let Vw+(z), Vw-(z), x ERd, be two ergodie random fields and set Vw(x) = Vw+(x) for Xl ~ 0

and = Vw- for %1 < 0, X = (Xl,"" Xd). We are interested in the random Schrödinger operator
Hw = -d + Vw ' It·is not difficuit to see that the spectrum 1:;..of Hw (which is a nonrandom set)
contains the spedra E± of H~ = -~+ Vw±' In addition there may be also energies in E which are not
in E+ U E-. We call these energies "surface energies". One may define a "density of sunace states"
in analogy with the density of states but normalized by a surface term rather than a volume. It is
proven that the density of surface states exists and that its support together with the support of the
density of (bulk) states agrees with the spectrum E.

Reference: H. English, W. Kirsch, M. Schrooer, B. Simon: "Random Schrö-dinger operators .
ergodic in all but one diredion", Comm. Math. Phys. (to appear)

V. I. KLYATSKIN Diffusion approximation used in stochastic equations
A statistical description of dynamical systems with fluctuating parameters is presented on the

basis,of a functional approach, of 6-correlated and of diffusive approximations. These approximations
are discussed in detail for examples of certain boundary value problems for plane wave propagation
in randomly layered media. The application of the invariant imbedding method permits to replace
the boundary value problems in question. by problems with initial conditions that are characterized
by the "dynamic causality" property. On the basis of imbedding equations we analyse 6-correlation
and diffusive approximations, the role of boundary conditions on the problem solution and the effects
of localization of energy in randomly layered media.

PETER KOTELENEZ A comparison theorem and positivitg tor a dass 0/ stochastic differential
equations

For a dass of stochastic differential equations driven by space-time white ni05e a comparison
theorem is proven under the assumption that the semigroup generated by the linear part of the drift
is positivity preserving. As a consequence a sufficient condition for positivity of 5Olutions is derived,
which under mild additional 88sumptions is shown to be necessary.

RALF MANTBEY Reaction-di/fusion equations with white noue
The Dirichlet and the initial value problem for the reaction diffusion equation

•

{)
aiu(t, x) =(äu)(t, x) + f(u(t, x» + t1 • e(t, x)

are considered. Here eisa space-time Gaussian white noise. Physically interesting conditions on •
.the reaction function f are given, which ensure the existence and uniqueness of a solution u to both
problems. Two types of approximation of the driving term eare discussed. In one case eis replaced
by a space-time correlated noise en I in the ather a Poissonian point process 4>n is considered. It can
be shown that the corresponding solutions U n converge weakly. to u.

DAVID NUALART Stochastic pambo/ie differential equations with re/lection
We consider the following stochastic partial differential equation of parabolic type

ou ö2 Ö2T]
öt (x, t) - öx2 (x, t) + f(u(x, t)) =e(x, t) + 8xUt'

6
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with °:5 t :5 T, °:5 x :5 1, where eisa spa:ce-time white noise and I an increasing function. Also
we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the function u. Then we define a weak solution of the
preceding equation as a pair (u, '1) such that u 'is positive and continuousJ and f'J is a random meaSure
(possibly infinite) on [0, 1] x (0, Tl whose support is contained in the set where u vanishes, and U obeys
the above equation in a weak sense. Intuitively, f'J represents the minimum amount of pushing upward
required to keep the solution u nonnegative. The main result is the existence and uniqueness of such
a solution. Moreover the measure TI integrates the function x(1 - x) and is continuous in the time
variable. The proof uses the classical penalization method. The case of a white noise with a nuclear
covariance has been studied in detail by Baussmann and Pardc1ux (App!. Math. Optim. 1989]. The
results deseribed above have been obtained in a joint work with E. Pardoux.

•
GEORGE PAPANICOLAOU Pulse re/lection 0/ waves hy randomly layered media
When the width of the pulse incident on a randomly layered half space is broad eompared to the

layer size but narrow eompared to the layer seale variations of the layer properties, it is possible to give
a very precise and relatively simple charaeterization of the refieeted signals. They are nonstationary
Gaussian processes that have a simple structure. The loeal power speetral density of these processes
ean be obtained by solving a system of transport equations that arise from a moment hierarchy in
the limit. Using this asymptotie theory we address several inverse problems: to detect the large seale
properties of the medium from the statistics of the refieeted sign~'-

L. PASTUR, W. KIRSCH Large time hehavior 0/ some moments 0/ fundamental solutions 0/ the
rondom paroholic equation

Let V(z) be a random ergodie field in R d and P±(t, X, y), t ~ 0, X, Y E Rd be the fundamental
solution of the equation

8P±8t = (il =t= V)P±, P±I,=o = 6(x - y).

We sttfdy the behavior for t -+ 00 of the quantity

Ä(t)= f E{P+(t,O,x)P_(t,x,O)}dx,. JR4
where E{...} denotes tbe mathematical expectation corresponding to V. Our results are as folIows:

(i) if V(x) is the Gaussian field and E{V(z)} =0, E{V(z)V(y)} =B(x - y), then

In Ä(t) = (B(O) - B(xo»t2(1 +0(1», t -+ 00

where B(xo) = inf~ER4 B(x) :5 0; .
(ii) if V(x) has the form Lj f(x - Xj), where {Xj} is the Poisson point field with the density

Tl, fE L1(Rd
) n C 2(Rd

) and 1(0) = sUPzER4 I(x) > 0, I(xo) = infzE R4 :5 0, then

In Ä(t) =Ct- ~ . TJ •exp{t(f(O) - f(zo)]}(l + ~(t», t -+ 00

where C cali be expressed via the Hessian of f.
The similar asymptotic formula holds for the field V(z) = LnEZ4en/(z - n), where en, n E Zd,

are i.i.d. r8.,!1dom variables and I(x) is as above. We compare our results with known asymptotical
results far N(t) = E{P±(O,0, t)} and discuss applications to the theory of disordered systems.

ROSS PINSKY, MARK PINSKY Tronsience and reCUJTence lor a dass 0/ rondom d#ffusions and
an application to rondom paroholic operators

Let k(t) be an ergodie finite state Markov ehain on the state space E = {l,2, ... n} with invariant
probability measure Jl. For each k E E let

1 d 82 d {)

Lk =2 L aij(z;k) 8z.8x. + Lbi(z;k) ox'
iJ=l t 1 i=l 1

7
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be a nondegenerate diffusion generator. Then for each f)xed realization k(t), Lt(t) may be thought of
as a time inhomogeneous diffusion generator. Denote the corresponding time inhomogeneaus diffusion
process by X(t; k(.». We call X(t; k(.») a random diffusion. We investigate the transience and
recurrence properties of the following dass of random diffusions:

Lle =!~ +VIe ,
2

where
Vt -lxI6b( 1:1 j k) . V as Ixl-+ 00,

6 E [-1, 1) arid b( lir j k) has mean zero with respect to p. That is, the drift is asymptotically mean zero
and homogeneous of degree 6 E [-1,1). We give necessary and sufficient'conditions for the transience
or recurrence of X(t; c(.» a.8. with respect to k(.). We also give an application to random parabolic
operators.

UWE RÖSLER The variation diminishing propeny for diffusions
. The transition probability kernel for one-dimensional birth and death processes or diffusions is

totally positive and has the variation diminishing property. A kernel K has the variation diminishing
. property, if the number of sign changes of a function fis not smaller than these of K f. In the talk we

show how to use these properties to derive results on the geometric shape of the transistion probability
densities. It also provides a probabilistic proof that these densities exist in the m08t general case,
even for arbitrary speed measure. This method allows local results !rom global convergence. AB an
example we atate the foUowing result:

Theorem. Let x n be a sequence of birth and death processes converging weakly to a diffusion.
X n , X are on natural scale. Then .

(i) Pz(X, t, e. is absolutely continuous w.r. to the speed measure m,
(ü) dmt;d is a unimodal function of y for all z.

FRANCESCO RUSSO Density estimates tor two-parameter diffusion: the case 0/ generalized
HÖfTRander conditions

Under generalized Börmander conditions introduced by D. Nualart and M. Sanz, the law of a
tw<;parameter diffusion has a smooth density on the axes. We obtain an estimate of this density
when the parameter is small. In this way, we extend the Varad.han estimate which is well-known for
ordinary diffusions. '

•

HERBERT SPORN Large scale structure 0/ a stationary nonequilibrium measure
We consider a reversible stoehastic lattice gas subject to steady ftux at the boundary. Of interest is

the station~ymeaSure in the limit oflattice constant e ~ O. It is expected that density profiles become
deterministic in the limit and converge to the steady solution of the appropriate nonlinear diffusion •
equation. LocaUy the distribution of particles should be given by the appropriate Gibbs measure
with the loeal density. Jointly with G. Eynik and J. L. Lebowitz we prove the law of large numbers
and Ioeal equilibrium. w.e use the technique of small entropy production of Guo, Papanicolaou, and
Varadhan. This method requires the gradient condition, at least at present. Nontrivial examples are
known only in one dimension. For this reasen we are reStricted to one dimension. An interesting
unresolved question is the ßuctuation field for the stationary measure.

A. S. USTUNEL A dass 0/ distributions on Wiener space and some applicatioßs
In this talk I have given a way of construction of a class of distributions on an abstract Wiener space

(AWS) via the second quantization of aself-adjoint operator on the associated Cameron-Martin space".

8
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One obtains a dass of test funetions (which is an algebra) which is smaller than the test functions of
Meyer-Watanabe and larger than the cylindrical test fundions. The corresponding distributions are
stahle under the basic operations as Sobolev derivative or divergence (i.e. Skorohod integral). Aß an
application I have proposed the solution of the following equation

-L1(e(%,w) - E[e(:t,w»)) + .l(z,w) = e(.~lw)W(%,w) .

where 6 is the Laplace operator on L'(Rd ) and {. is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on the AWS
(operating on w E AWS). With the increasing dimension the solution of this equation becomes more
and more singular. .

MICHAEL VOGELIUS Homogenization convergence 0/ planar networks
Motivated by a problem in impedance computed tomography we seek to d~termine limits of discrete

voltage potentials in resistor networks. It is shown that any possible limit (as the distance between
nodes eonverges to zero) satisfies a diffusion equation. For special geometries (e.g. an equilateral
triangular network) it is posSible to obtain quite spedfic information about the realizable diffusion
matrices: The talk reports work in progress.

w. WEDIG Simulation' and analysis 0/ mechanical systems with parameter jluctuations .
In most situations, noise saurces like external turbulent forres en~r ioto the equations of motion

of elastic structures in terms of parameter ftuctuations. A typical example gives an Euler~Bernoulli
beam under axial forces or corresponding axial displacements u(t). It is described by the following
boundary value problem.

EA 1 ('
Elw~zzz(z,t) + ßw.(z, t) + ~wu - T[u(t) + 210 w2(z, t)dz]wz~(Z,t) = 0,

w(?, t) = w(l, t) = w~~(o, t) = wzz(l, t) =0; w(z, t) =T(t) sin 1I'T.
BecaUBe of the simple bounda,Qr conditi~ns the lateral beam vibration w(z, t) can b~ separated by the
first mode sin 1ff leading to-the ordinary differential equation with the natural frequency wl =1f4~

- • 2 Al ..-1
T(t) + 2Dw1T + "11[1 + 1r2 u(t)]T(t) + 11. ~(t) =. o.

This is a bifurcation problem. For w~ > Ö, D > 0 the trivial solution T(t) == 0 can be destabilized by
increasing ßuctuatioDS of u(t). To compute the bifurcation point, we assume white noise ßuctuations
tU, with the intesnity fT and tr~form the linearized T -equation by polar coordinates.

dl~gA. = -(Jl[D - (D + ~0'2 cos2 t/J.) cos 2t/J.]dt - uVWi sin 2tP.dw"

df/l. = -wi[l + (D + ~u2 cos' ~t)sin 2t/J.]dt - u...jWi cos2 .p.dw•.

The phase process .pt is indep~ndent of the growth behavior of the amplitude At. Furthermore, there
exists an invariant measure p(t/!) determined by the stationary Fokker-Planck equation. Integrated
once, it leads to -

~U2 cos· T/Jp/(.p) + [1 + (D - ~u2 cos2.p)SiD 2.p]p(.p) = C

where eisa constant -of integration given by the. normalization cODdition. The diffusion equation
possesses two singularities at t/J = ±1. We introduce a regularization applying backwards differences
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This recurrence formula allows a simple and' fast computation of the invariant measure p(t/J) in the
range - f ~ t/J ~ j and -therewith of the Lyapunov exponent

simply by evaluating the integral a~ove.

(1)

RUTH J. WILLIAMS, W. A. ZHENG On reflecting Brownian motion. a weak convergence ap·
proach

Consider a d-dimensional domain D that has a finite Lebesgue measure and whose boundary has
zero Lebesgue measure. W~ define a sequp.nce of stationary diffusion processes with drifts that tend
to infinity at the boundary in such a way as to keep the sampie 'paths in D. We prove ·that this .
sequence is tight and any weaklimit process is a continuous' stationary Markow process in fJ. When
D is bounded and locally representable as the region lying on one side of the graph of a continuous
function, we identify our process with the stationary reflecting Brownian motion defined by Fukushima
using the Dirichlet form that is proportional to fD IVgl2dz, 9 E H 1(D). Furthermore, under a mild
condition on the boundary of D, which is easily satisfied when D is a Lipschitz domain, we show that
our process has a Skorohod-like semimartingale rep~esentation.

J. ZABCZYK Some applications 0/ control theory to stochastic evolution equations
We show first that if two Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes have equivalent laws then the' associat~d

control systems generate the same sets of trajectories. From this we deduce explicit necessary conditi
ons for the law equivalence. They give' also sufficient conditions for the equivalence., Then we describe
a solution to the deterministic exit problem for the first and second order gradient systems obtained
in a joint paper with G. Da Prato and A. Pritchard. We show how this solution is related to the
stochastic exit problem of Freidlm-Wentzel in infinite dimensional spaces.

MOSHE ZAKAI, D. NUALARr Generulized Brownian /untionals and the soluti~n to 4 stochastic·
partial differential equation

A dass of generalized Wiener functionals, related to those of Hida and Watanabe, is introduced.
These nations ~e applied to .the derivation of ~ solution to the stochastic partial differential equation

8Y
8t =LY + '" + y . '1

••

where L is a second order partial .differential operator in the d-space variables,- 'IJ .is a white noise
operator in ..the (d + 1)-space-time variables, Y . 'IJ denotes the Skorohod stochastic integral (which
for integranGs which are adapted with respect to the t·parameter coincides with a suitably defined •
Ito integral), t/J is a non-random function in the (d + 1) space-time parameters. The existence and
uniqueness· of a solution to equation 1 in the dass of generalized Brownian fl:lIlctionals is established.

ZHIMING MA, S. ALBEVERIO Singular Schrödinger opemtors associated with Feynman·Kac
semigroups .

In this paper we discuss Schrödinger operators HP =-~ + p on L2(Rd). Here JJ =IJ+ - P- is
a signed measuie such that IJ+ and IJ- are both smooth in the sense o.f M. Fukushima. The dass of
smooth measures (5 in notation) is quite large. It contains all Radon measures having no polar sets,
consequently each non-negativ~ locally integrable function / corresponds to a smooth measure / dz.
In addition) there are smooth measures JJ which are nowhere Radon in the sense that JJ(G) = 00 for
each non-empty ?pen set G. By the theory of Dirichlet spaces we show that there a1ways exists a
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representation of HP provided the corresponding perturbe<J form is bounded from below. In particular,
HP exists always if IJ+ is smooth and IJ- is in the Kato dass. Thus, there are Schrödinger operators
with potentials which are singular on each neighborhood of an arbitrary point Z of Rd. We give~
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of continuous FeYllll1all-Kac semigroups given in
terms of Brownian motion and the additive functionals associated with signed smooth measures. We
improve also the KLMN theorem in our specific context. All the results are extended to the case of
Schrödinger operators restricted to a domain D eRd with mixed boundary condit~ons.

Berichterstatter: Ulrich Hornung und Peter Kotelenez
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